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Summary

Do you approve continued funding of SAIS Basundhara project for year 2017?

- Yes. I approve funding of SAIS Basundhara project. 11 (100%)
- No. I have some issues and concerns with the project. 0 (0%)
- I am not sure, I need more information/discussion. 0 (0%)

Which line items of budget you approve? (Total budget for year 2017 is INR 5.73 Lakhs or $8350)

- INR 3.84 Lakh ($5600 for salary of 9 teachers) 11 (100%)
- INR 0.87 Lakh ($1270 for salary of yoga, music art teachers) 10 (90.9%)
- INR 12,000 ($175 for tuition of few kids) 10 (90.9%)
- INR 30,000 ($437 for notebooks, books, stationary etc) 11 (100%)
- INR 60,000 ($875 for monthly medical check up and medical emergencies) 10 (90.9%)
- Other amount (mention amount in comments) 0 (0%)

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1SlQaunnB9zK-5E9pgZzSFLuLjzfZEe7L0hfULFMLEcI/viewanalytics#start=publishanalytics
Comments/Questions/Suggestions

Name; Email id

Ganesh meiyappanganesh@gmail.com
Kaushik
Aarti Chigullapalli
Praveen.fuzzy@gmail.com
Rohil Jain; rohilsjain@gmail.com
Prasoon; pdiwakar@gmail.com
Saurav Nanda; sauravsit@gmail.com
Suchi
Chandan; chand0709@gmail.com
Sunny
Abhijit Pawar; adpawar28@gmail.com
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